
Nell Hill Rooms We Love: Unveiling
Exceptional Interior Design Inspirations
When it comes to creating stunning interior spaces that exude charm and
elegance, Nell Hill is a name that stands out. With their Rooms We Love
collection, Nell Hill offers a curated selection of exceptional interior design
inspirations that will leave you in awe. From timeless classics to contemporary
masterpieces, Nell Hill Rooms We Love is a haven for those seeking inspiration
for their home decor projects.

Nestled in the heart of Kansas City, Nell Hill has been a go-to destination for
interior enthusiasts since its inception in 1981. Mary Carol Garrity, the driving
force behind Nell Hill, has transformed this quaint store into a mecca for all things
home decor, offering a unique blend of antique, vintage, and modern furniture
pieces that capture the true essence of refined living.

With the Rooms We Love collection, Nell Hill takes their passion for interior
design to new heights. Each room setup is meticulously designed to showcase
the perfect balance of colors, patterns, textures, and accessories. Whether you're
looking to revamp your living room, bedroom, dining area, or even a cozy reading
nook, Nell Hill Rooms We Love has got you covered.
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Rooms We Love: Enchanting Living Spaces

The living room is often considered the heart of a home. It's a place where
families gather, conversations flow, and memories are created. At Nell Hill Rooms
We Love, you'll find a diverse array of living room inspirations that cater to
different styles and personal tastes. From sophisticated traditional setups with
luxurious fabrics and intricate detailing to contemporary designs that boast clean
lines and minimalist aesthetics, there's something for everyone.

One standout living room design from Nell Hill Rooms We Love is the "Timeless
Elegance" concept. This room exudes an aura of sophistication with its plush
velvet sofas, ornate chandeliers, and exquisite drapery. The harmonious blend of
neutral colors and pops of jewel-toned accents creates a visually stunning space
that oozes grandeur and refinement.

Another fascinating living room setup from Nell Hill Rooms We Love is the
"Coastal Retreat" theme. This design captures the essence of seaside living with
its breezy color palette, nautical motifs, and rattan furniture pieces. The
incorporation of natural elements like driftwood, seashells, and marine-inspired
artwork brings an element of tranquility and relaxation to any space.

Bedrooms That Make Dreams Come True

Your bedroom should be a sanctuary where you can unwind, recharge, and
escape from the outside world. Nell Hill Rooms We Love offers bedroom
inspirations that encompass comfort, style, and a touch of luxury. From romantic
and whimsical designs to contemporary and sleek setups, there's no shortage of
options to create the bedroom of your dreams.
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One captivating bedroom concept from Nell Hill Rooms We Love is the "Romantic
Retreat" theme. This design embraces soft, pastel hues, delicate fabrics, and
intricate details to create a space that exudes romance and serenity. With
beautiful floral prints, cascading curtains, and vintage-inspired furniture, this room
provides a perfect sanctuary for relaxation and rejuvenation.

For those who prefer a more modern and edgy vibe, the "Urban Chic" bedroom
setup is sure to capture your attention. With its sleek lines, bold colors, and
contemporary furniture pieces, this design offers a perfect blend of style and
functionality. The strategic use of metallic accents and statement lighting adds a
touch of glamour and sophistication to the room.

Dining Delights: Where Culinary Magic Happens

The dining area is not just a space for meals; it's an opportunity to create an
ambiance that elevates the entire dining experience. Nell Hill Rooms We Love
presents dining inspirations that range from charmingly rustic to elegantly formal.
These designs will help you create a dining space that reflects your personality
and sets the stage for unforgettable gatherings.

One remarkable dining room setup from Nell Hill Rooms We Love is the "Rustic
Elegance" theme. This design combines the warmth of rustic elements with the
sophistication of elegant accents. The use of reclaimed wood, vintage-inspired
lighting fixtures, and natural textures create a cozy and inviting atmosphere that is
perfect for intimate dinners or lively gatherings with friends and family.

For those who appreciate classic elegance and refined dining experiences, the
"Formal Luxe" dining room concept is sure to captivate. With its regal color
palette, opulent chandeliers, and lavish drapes, this design exudes timeless



grandeur. It's the perfect setting for special occasions and celebrations that
warrant a touch of glamour and splendor.

Finding Inspiration: Nell Hill Rooms We Love

The Nell Hill Rooms We Love collection is more than just a showcase of stunning
interior design. It's a treasure trove of inspiration for those seeking to transform
their spaces into havens of beauty and comfort. From traditional elegance to
contemporary chic, Nell Hill Rooms We Love offers a diverse range of options to
cater to every taste and style.

So, if you're looking to embark on a home decor project or simply wish to
immerse yourself in the world of interior design, dive into the captivating world of
Nell Hill Rooms We Love. Whether you visit their store or explore their collection
online, prepare to be swept away by the exceptional and enchanting inspirations
that await you.
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ten years ago, the rules that guide her approach to decorating have not. In this
book, we will rediscover those principles at work in four very different houses, in
addition to her own home.  In the book, we will visit rooms inspired by the needs
of each homeowner and will see how they transformed their rooms using Mary
Carol’s inspiration and “tricks of the trade.” We will observe: •  A century-old
English Tudor in a city neighborhood, reinvented for empty nesters•  A suburban
tear-down that was rebuilt for a growing family•  A home in the country, newly built
but with an old soul•  A sweeping country manor with one-of-a kind rooms While
traveling through these homes, Mary Carol will construct the process and provide
readers with the blueprint she uses for discovering personal styles. We hope you
will be inspired by these rooms and will come away with creative energy to make
your rooms beautiful, functional, colorful, and comfortable.
Mary Carol Garrity and her staff at Nell Hill’s work with thousands of customers
each year to help them bring their homes to life. Mary Carol’s passion is to work
with homeowners to make the rooms in their houses beautiful, colorful, functional,
and special. In Nell Hill’s Rooms We Love, Mary Carol shares some of her
favorite decorating solutions, showing her readers inside the homes of the clients
she has worked with to help them bring their dreams to life. In this new book,
Mary Carol deconstructs the process that helps her work with the myriad of
decorating challenges from her customers. It is a big order to think about redoing
a room in a house, committing to a paint color or wallpaper, dozens of yards of
fabric, new upholstery, area rugs that you will be living with for a while, and the
investment of dollars and time spent on the makeover. Mary Carol demystifies the
process by showing us through rooms she loves and calling out details that go
into making the room successful. Mary Carol defines success in decorating by
working with customers to identify their own personal style. While the stores of
Nell Hill’s are packed full of great room settings, tableaus, and both big and little
surprises, Mary Carol believes that people have a personal style that is uniquely



their own. Her goal is to help you discover your own style by offering some
guiding principles for your decisions. 

Mary Carol’s Guiding Principles •  Mary Carol believes that your style comes from
mixing old with new, showcasing your keepsake treasures as well as your newly
discovered surprises. •  And she believes in comfort—providing spaces where
you can sit down with a book and get cozy or where your guests will find a special
amenity waiting just for them. •  Mary Carol believes that a beautiful room always
offers an unexpected delight. •  She encourages you to bring the outdoors inside,
using garden structures year-round in seasonal
decorating.                                                                      
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